NEW and BESTSELLERS

BASIC ERGODIC THEORY
Third Edition
M. G. Nadkarni
2013 200pp
9789380250434 Hardcover Rs. 370.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 6

SEMI-SIMPLE GROUPS AND
SYMMETRIC SPACES
Armand Borel
2011 (Reprint) 146pp
9789380250229 Softcover Rs. 200.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 16

POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES
Rajendra Bhatia
2012 264pp
9789380250038 Softcover Rs. 300.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 44

CODING THEOREMS OF CLASSICAL AND
QUANTUM INFORMATION THEORY
Second Edition
K. R. Parthasarathy
2013 186pp
9789380250410 Hardcover Rs. 370.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 45

AN INVITATION TO MODERN NUMBER
THEORY
Miller J Steven & Ramin Takloo-Bighash
2012 (Indian Edition) 528pp
9789380250573 Softcover Rs. 790.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 61

PROBABILITY THEORY: A Foundational
Course
K. P. Pakshirajan
2013 564pp
9789380250441 Hardcover Rs. 850.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 65

COMBINATORIAL TECHNIQUES
Sharad S. Sane
2013 482pp
9789380250489 Hardcover Rs. 725.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 64

THE CLASSICAL GROUPS
Herstein Weyl
2013 (Indian Edition) 334pp
9789380250539 Softcover Rs. 490.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 67

CONNECTED AT INFINITY II: A Selection of
Mathematics by Indians
Edited by Rajendra Bhatia, C.S. Rajan and
Ajit Iqbal Singh
2013 194pp
9789380250519 Hardcover Rs. 350.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 67

A COURSE IN RING THEORY
Donald Passman
2013 (Indian Edition) 318pp
9789380250526 Softcover Rs. 475.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 68

ATTIYAH-SINGER INDEX THEOREM: An
Introduction
Amiya Mukherjee
2013 274pp
9789380250540 Hardcover Rs. 450.00
Text and Reading in Mathematics, Vol. 69

MATHEMATICS IN INDIA
Kim Plofker
2012 (Indian Edition) 367pp
9789380250380 Hardcover Rs. 590.00
Culture and History of Mathematics, Vol. 7

EULER THROUGH TIMES: A New Look at Old
Themes
V. S. Varadarajan
2014 ( Indian Edition) 312pp
9789380250939 Hardcover Rs.473.00
Culture and History of Mathematics, Vol. 8

COLLECTED PAPERS OF C.S. SESHADRI
(VOLUME 1 & 2)
Edited by Vikraman Balaji, V Lakshmibai,
M. Faviniam Murthy and Madhav V. Nori
2012 1685pp
9789380250175 Hardcover Rs. 3000.00

COLLECTED PAPERS OF S.R.S. VARADHAN
(VOLUMES 1–4)
Edited by Rajaendra Bhatia, Abhay G. Bhat
and K. R. Parthasarathy
2012 2600pp
9789380250397 Hardcover Rs. 4500.00

SELECTED PAPERS OF V. S. VARADARAJAN
Volume 2: Differential Equations and
Representation Theory
Edited by Donald G. Babbitt, Ramesh
Gangolli, and K. R. Parthasarathy
2013 648pp
Volume 3: Physics, Analysis, and Reflections
and Reviews
Edited by Enrico G. Beltrametti, Gianni
Casinelli, Rita Fiori, Anatoly N. Kochubei,
and K. R. Parthasarathy;
2013 718 pages
9789380250571 Hardcover Rs. 2600.00

IN THE MATRIX MOULD: Expository Articles
by Rajendra Bhatia
Edited by Tirthankar Bhattacharya,
Roger A. Horn, and T.S.S.R.K Rao
2012 362pp
9789380250472 Hardcover Rs. 650.00

DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION
AND DIRICHLET SERIES
Herve Queffelec and Nartine Queffelec
2013 244pp
9789380250533 Softcover Rs. 425.00
HRI Lectures Notes Series- 2

ABELIAN VARIETIES
David Mumford
2012 272pp
9788185931869 Hardcover Rs. 350.00
TIFR Series

AUTOMORPHIC REPRESENTATIONS
AND L-FUNCTIONS
Edited by D. Prasad, C. S Rajan,
A. Sankaranarayanan and J. Sengupta
2013 706pp
9788185930496 Hardcover Rs. 2000.00
TIFR Series

LECTURES ON THE STRUCTURE OF
ALGEBRAIC GROUPS AND
GEOMETRIC APPLICATIONS
Michel Brion, Freema Samuel and V Uma
2012 126pp
9788185930465 Softcover Rs. 225.00
CMI Lecture Series in Mathematics Vol. 1

NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SCIENTISTS
AND ENGINEERS
Third Edition
H. M. Antia
2012 850pp
9789380250453 Hardcover Rs. 1500.00
Text and Reading in Physical Sciences, Vol. 2

THE PHYSICS OF DISORDERED SYSTEMS
Edited by Gautam I Menon and
Purusottam Ray
2012 190pp
9789380250328 Softcover Rs. 300.00
Text and Reading in Physical Sciences, Vol. 11

SURVEYS IN THEORETICAL HIGH ENERGY
PHYSICS 1 : Lecture Notes from SERC
Schools
Edited by P Ramadevi
2012 336pp
9789380250458 Softcover Rs. 670.00
Text and Reading in Physical Sciences, Vol. 12

FRAGILITY OF GLASS-FORMING LIQUIDS
Edited by A. Lindsay Greer, Kenneth F Kelton
and Sreeleam S Saty
2014 530pp
9789380250618 Softcover Rs. 895.00
Text and Reading in Physical Sciences, Vol. 13